
Species Interactions Photo Shoot & Collage 

Interactions between members of the same species, and between different species, are common 

and critical components of a given environment. Those interactions between species generally 

tend to favor the survival of the members of that population. However, interactions between 

individuals of different species sometimes are to the benefit of both, but can also be antagonistic. 
 

When species interactions are between individuals of the same species, they are referred to as 

intraspecific (intra = within; specific = species). The competition between males of a species for 

access to, or control over, a female for mating is a very clear, common example of an 

intraspecific interaction.  
 

In contrast, interspecific (inter = between) interactions are those that occur between individuals 

of different species. Arguably, the most well-known and widespread type of interspecific 

interaction is predation in which one organism kills and consumes another. 
 

It is important to note that for many interactions, it’s impossible to classify it as either inter- or 

intraspecific. For example, competition could be as stated above, as an intraspecific interaction, 

or it could exist as a competition between different species for access to a source of food or 

water. 
 

For this activity, it’ll be your task to identify and capture examples of each of the interactions 

listed below using your cell phone’s camera. You might get lucky and find an actual example of 

an interaction happening live while you view it! But if not, you and your partner(s) will need to 

somehow (accurately and appropriately) “act out” the interaction.  
 

Finally, you’ll print out your photos (preferably in color) to create a labeled collage of your 

work. Each label should have the name of the interaction, along with a brief description of it. 

You must also include symbols (+, -, or 0) to indicate the positive, negative, or neutral effect on 

the species that are interacting. 
 

You will be evaluated in three ways: the quality and accuracy of your photos, the completeness 

and accuracy of your descriptive labels, and the quality and neatness of the finished product – the 

collage. 

 

Altruism 

Amensalism 

Cheating 

Commensalism 

Competition 

Detritivory

Mutualism 

Parasitism 

Pollination 

Predation (true AND herbivory) 

Scavenging  



Distinguished Proficient Basic Unsatisfactory No evidence

4 3 2 1 0

Photo Quality 

and Accuracy

All photos clear 

and in focus; no 

distracting/extr

a objects in any 

photos; 

accurately 

demonstrates all 

species 

interactions

Most photos 

clear and in 

focus; Some 

distracting/extr

a objects in any 

photos; 

accurately 

demonstrates all 

species 

interactions

Poor quality 

photos; many 

distracting/extr

a objects in any 

photos; some 

photos 

accurately 

demonstrates 

species 

interactions

Poor quality 

photos; many 

distracting/extr

a objects in any 

photos; very few 

photos 

accurately 

demonstrates 

species 

interactions

Missing

Label 

Completeness 

and Accuracy

All labels 

include 

interaction 

name; each label 

has complete and 

accurate 

interaction 

description; 

symbols clearly 

identify effect 

on each species 

involved

All labels 

include 

interaction 

name; most 

labels have 

complete and 

accurate 

interaction 

description; 

symbols clearly 

identify effect 

on each species 

involved

Most labels 

include 

interaction 

name; most 

labels have 

complete and 

accurate 

interaction 

description; 

some symbols 

inaccurate or 

missing

More than a 

couple 

interaction 

names 

missing/wrong; 

many labels have 

incomplete 

and/or 

inaccurate 

interaction 

description; 

many symbols 

inaccurate or 

missing

Missing

Collage 

Quality and 

Neatness

No draft marks; 

no tape/glue 

showing; no torn 

or crumpled 

edges/paper 

surface; all 

work perfectly 

legible

No draft marks; 

no tape/glue 

showing; some 

torn or crumpled 

edges/paper 

surface; all 

work fairly 

legible

Some draft 

marks; some 

tape/glue 

showing; some 

torn or crumpled 

edges/paper 

surface; most 

work somewhat 

legible

Many draft 

marks; tape/glue 

distracting and 

ugly; torn or 

crumpled 

edges/paper 

surface in a few 

places; work not 

legible

n/a

Level and 

Score 


